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ABOUT THIS MOVEMENT

OUR FUNDERS 



HOW DID WE GET HERE?

NATURAL VS URBAN WATER CYCLE



ABOUT THIS MOVEMENT

WHAT IS A RAINGARDEN?

A garden specially designed to capture, retain, and manage 
rain on your property. By using native plants and edibles, it 
also enhances the local ecosystem… and your own life!



Credit: Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council, MI.

RAINgarden

Credit: Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council, MI.



BENEFITS OF RAINgardens 

Beautiful 
Gardens

Focused on 
You

Inspired by 
your Local 

Ecosystems

Reduce 
Flooding

Protect 
Rivers and 
the Lake

Less 
maintenance 

and water 
needs



MYTHS about RAINgardens 

A big hole – 
can’t use 
garden

Mosquitoes
!!!!!

Need a 
rainbarrel 
and pipes

Can’t look 
modern Expensive Need sun 

and sand



RAINgarden 101: DESIGN 

1) Look for the stormwater runoff- downspouts and slope!
2) Find out about your soil (sand, clay, a mix)
3) Pay attention to the sunlight (shade, sunny, where, when)
4) Sketch the garden (in paper):

- Size: 20-30% of roof area
- Location: 10 ft away from your façade. 
- Type of plants and location: Native! Light, moisture and soil 

conditions but also… colours, textures, smells, heights, flavours
-  Lay out: lifestyle! Active vs passive areas, children, pets, 

pathways, sitting areas
- Overflow: direct excess water to the right spot (e.g. not to your 

neighbours’ driveway)



RAINgarden 101: CONSTRUCTION

5) Grab some shovels, plants and friends- 
i) Mark the shape with flags before you dig 
ii) Level- check the slope is right
iii) Add some rocks/gravel to the areas where water will be moving 

fast/ channels (inflow, overflow)
iv) Try to work with the soil you have, add compost and sand if 

necessary
v) Run the hose to test that the water is going where it is supposed 

to
vi) Plant
vii) Mulch
viii) Water regularly until plants get established



RAINgarden 101: A FEW EXAMPLES













THANK YOU
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Follow-up questions?mary@torontogreen.ca and/or 
robin@torontogreen.ca

mailto:mary@torontogreen.ca
mailto:robin@torontogreen.ca

